Christian Values Underpin Our Australian Culture
Ruth shared this newspaper article at our Kingdom Community gathering:
“While secular critics are happy to undermine Christianity, especially Catholicism, what is ignored is
Judeo-Christianity is central to Australia’s cultural, economic, moral and spiritual well-being and one
of the foundation stones of Western civilisation...
[TS]Eliot even says “if Christianity goes, the whole of our culture goes”. More recently, the atheist
Douglas Murray also argues about the importance of Christianity when he describes himself as a
“cultural Christian”...
Given the rise of Islamic fundamentalism and the dramatic increase in Muslim migrants in Europe and
England, Murray also argues it’s vital “left-wing liberal progressives” recognise they are living “in
the wake of the Judaeo-Christian tradition”.
Evidence Eliot and Murray are correct includes the fact that concepts such as the sanctity of life, free
will, being charitable to others and the separation between church and state are primarily Christian in
origin...
It’s also important to recognise the benefits of Christianity to Australia’s economic and social wellbeing. Catholic and other faith-based schools teach 34 per cent of Australian students, saving
Commonwealth, state and territory governments the billions of dollars needed if those students
enrolled in government schools...
Christian-inspired or managed hospitals, philanthropic organisations and charities such as the
Salvation Army, Catholic Health Australia, the Brotherhood of St Laurence and World Vision Australia
are also integral part of Australia’s health and welfare system.
Instead of presenting a negative and one-sided picture, secular critics such as the ABC and the Fairfax
Press should acknowledge the benefits of Christianity and its central place in the life of the nation.” 1
Dr Kevin Donnelly is Senior Research Fellow at the Australian Catholic University.
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1 – Kevin Donnelly (25-7-2017) “Christian values remain at heart of our culture”
(www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/kevin-donnelly-christian-values-remain-at-heart-of-our-culture/newsstory/6565bec7132bf144651558c56186bbcd)
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